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Differential privacy

Fig. an illustration of differential privacy. Image from https://youtu.be/YRVBSx0mpO8?si=aHO_sDlZFLHmS9k0 

https://youtu.be/YRVBSx0mpO8?si=aHO_sDlZFLHmS9k0


Differential privacy in language models



Scenario 2: summarization
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Scenario 2: summarization – detailed procedures

SFT model

Reward 
model

RLHF modelPre-trained 
model

Supervised 
fine-tuning RLHF

Reward 
modeling

DP-SGD

DP-SGD
DP-SGD

Privacy analysis:
- disjoints datasets for different stages 
- 𝜀!, 𝜀", 𝜀# for the three stages
- Overall consumption: max 𝜀!, 𝜀", 𝜀#  by parallel composition

(For simplicity we take  𝜀! = 𝜀" = 𝜀# = 4)



Scenario 2: summarization – pipeline 

Stage I: SFT
Obj: learn to summarize

Language Modeling PPO

Stage III: RL Fine-Tuning
Obj: learn to summarize with human preference

Stage II: Reward Modeling
Obj: learn to model human preference

Reward
GPT-2

Summary 1

Summary 2

Reward 
Modeling

Reward
GPT-2

Input: post + summary

TL;DR
preference

Post: So, I just got a lovely little 
cat named Luna. She's about a year, 
a year and a half and pretty tiny...
Summary: I just got a cat and I love 
her.

Post: So my dog turned 11 
days ago, we celebrated
and he was so happy...

TL;DR 
summarization
(post + summary)

Post: Alright, so my 19th 
birthday is next Friday. I 
live in a college town…

Reward: preference score
TL;DR 
summarization
(post)

Pretrained
GPT-2

Aligned 
GPT-2

Fine-tuned
GPT-2



Scenario 2: summarization – results 
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- Reward model:
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Table 2: The average reward score (𝑟) and ROUGE-L score (R-L)



Scenario 2: summarization – results 

- Generation model:
- gpt2 model family

- Reward model:
- gpt2

Table 2: The average reward score (𝑟) and ROUGE-L score (R-L)

Observation 2: 
Non-private RLHF > dp RLHF >> PT

DP leads to only 
mild degradation



Scenario 2: summarization – case studies

Post: 
I'll keep this short. I'm teaching abroad andmet this girl in teaching training. We ha
ve similar geeky interests so wemeet up every couple months for a weekend of cit
y fun together. She IS very fun except for an ongoing habit negative commentary f
or EVERYTHING. I don't think she realizes she does it and it's her way of making co
nversation. For example if I asked how her food was she'd tell me with a smile th
at it was fine but this place is too crowded food tastes weird too expensiveeven if i
t was a restaurant she recommended. Now imagine that with EVERYTHING. I've lit
erally never heard her talk about something without having to bring up a flaw it has
. NOTHING can just be GOOD. After a weekend it drives me up a wall. A few times
I've almost joked You ever realize you're kind of a debbie downer but I think this i
s too harsh since we're not super close. Should I just suck it up as an annoying ch
aracter trait It really pissesme off when she happily shits on something I suggest
ed but again I think she's totally unaware of her constant criticizing. We're both pr
etty blunt people you can probably tell she is so I think I canbe a bit direct. How d
o I hint to cut back on the bitching Or do I grin and bear it every fewmonths

SFT model generated summary: 
I know I'm annoying but I fear she's enjoying th
e same criticism that I do. How do I stop

RLHF model generated summary: 
Girl is bad at communicating and constantly s
hits on everything I suggest. How do I gently hint
to cut her down without prompting?

PT model generated summary: 
TIP: Stress listening to everyone. Hinting clothin
g that's going to make you look like shit. Don't r
un away or whine. Varried someone else before
and they just lecturedme with their take onma
ngamedoes. Learn to admit when you're wrong.
Make outlandish claims as long as you use inn
uendo and personal attacks. Tricking your way i
nto conversation is way more efficient than ack
nowledging and waiting for someone to underst
and you. Get your friend's web password
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